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Abstract

Allen, B., Arithmetizing Uniform NC, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 53 (1991) l-50.

We give a characterization of the complexity class Uniform NC as an algebra of functions on
the natural numbers which is the closure of several basic functions under composition and a
schema of recursion. We then define a fragment of bounded arithmetic, and, using our
characterization of Uniform NC, show that this fragment is capable of proving the totality of all
of the functions in Uniform NC. Lastly, in the spirit of Buss, we show that any function which
is definable by a X:-formula in our theory is a function which is in Uniform NC.

Introduction

NC is the set of functions which are computable in polylogarithmic depth and
polynomial size by families of Boolean circuits. It is easily seen that if suitable
uniformity constraints are placed upon the construction of the circuit families,
then NC is contained in the set of polynomial time computable functions. A good
survey of results concerning NC-algorithms is found in [9].  We first give a
characterization of LogSpace Uniform NC via a schema of primitive recursion
over an appropriately chosen finite set of basic functions.’ Our characterization of
NC is similar to the work of Cobham [8], who gave an algebraic characterization
of the class P of polynomial time computable functions.

Having an algebraic characterization of Uniform NC enables us to give a
proof-theoretic characterization. Our approach uses the techniques of Sam Buss
[4], who proved results analogous to ours for the class P. Buss defined a theory
S& a fragment of first-order Peano Arithmetic with induction restricted to certain
bounded formulae, and showed that S:, though seemingly very weak, was able to
define and prove the totality of all polynomial time computable functions. Buss
did this by showing that S: was strong enough to develop a good theory of finite

’ We note here that our choice of LogSpace  uniformity is not critical. Other kinds of uniformity,
including ALogTime  and DLogTime  uniformity, are equivalent for the class NC [26],  [2].
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sequences, and then used a straightforward inductive proof to exhibit function
closure under Cobham’s  scheme of recursion. Next, Buss again applied Cobham’s
scheme to show that any proof in S: of the sentence

(VX)GlY)  44x, Y),

where @ represents a NP-predicate, gave rise to a polynomial time computable
function f such that

(Vx) G (x7 f(x)).

Furthermore, the function f was definable in S:, and the latter sentence above,
aside from being true in the standard model of arithmetic, was also provable in
S:. Buss’ work is remarkable in several ways. Most notably, Buss separates the
notions of complexity of definition of a function from the power of the inductive
principle needed to prove its totality. Secondly, Buss develops a technique of
witnessing bounded existential formulas, which provides a method for defining
functions by mathematical induction on the number of inferences in a proof.

We hope that our characterization of Uniform NC will be of some use in
allowing the well-developed repertoire of tools from mathematical logic to be
applied to questions regarding circuit complexity, and the relationship of NC to
P.

Incidentally, unbeknownst to the author, work very similar to that which
appears here was being carried out independently, and (yes, yes) in parallel, by
Peter Clote [6,7]. Clote’s results are, in effect, much the same as our own.
However, though both approaches are inspired by Buss’ work, the feel of each
seems quite different from the other.

Section 1

1.0. Introduction

The main result
recursive definition

of this section is that a fairly intuitive algebraic rule for
of functions essentially captures the entire class of functions

which are computable in polylogarithmic time, assuming that some uniformity
constraints are applied to the notion of computability.

This schema for recursive definition, which goes by the unwieldy name of
polynomially bounded branching recursion, is an algebraic abstraction of the
programming technique ‘Divide and Conquer’. To give the reader some intuitive
footing, we consider the parity function defined on strings of OS  and 1s.  The parity
function returns 1 if its argument is a string containing an odd number of Is, and
0 otherwise. It is a trivial matter to compute the parity of a string containing a
single bit, since we only need to return that bit. Suppose we know the parity of
the front half (i.e. the first [in]  bits) of a word of length n, and the parity of the
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back half (the remaining bits) of the same word. Then the parity of the entire
word is just the exclusive or of the parities of the front and back halves. We may
express this algorithm for computing parity as:

if (y = 0) or (y = 1) then
Purity(y) :=y

else
Parity(y) := xor(Purit>t(Fr~ntHal(y)), Purity(BuckHulf(y)))

Given that FrontHalf  BuckHalf,  and xor are easily computed, the algorithm
above describes a fast solution of Purity, if we assume that the two calls to Purity
within the scope of xor take place in parallel.

There is nothing very new or deep taking place in the algorithm above, but it is
somewhat surprising that the technique used generalizes to a schema for recursion
which exactly captures all of Uniform NC.

1.1. Preliminary definitions

We assume as given a set of basic functions which are sufficient for performing
elementary computations. It is not crucial that we make a special choice of basic
functions, as long as they are sufficient for our purposes and, more fundamen-
tally, that each can be computed in parallel log time (depth) and polynomial
space (size). For the sake of explicitness, we choose the following functions. In
the case of relations, a value of 1 corresponds to ‘true’ and 0 to ‘false’.

x H 0, the zero function
x *X + 1, the successor function
(x, y) *X + y, addition
(x, y) HX - y, (bounded) subtraction
x * 1x1  = [log& + 1)1 , the length function
(i, x) - Bit(i, x), the ith bit of x
(x, y, z) *X if y = 0 else z, the choice function
(x, y) B-+ (x 6 y), the usual ordering relation
x I+ Seq(x),  true if x encodes a sequence of numbers
x H Len(x), which gives the length of the sequence encoded by x
(x, i) -x(i), the ith entry of the sequence encoded by x
(x, i) - Msp(.x, i) = [x/2’], the ith most significant part of x
(x, i, y) I+ Shl(x, i, y) = x - 2min(iP’y’),  bounded shift left
(x1,  * * . 9 x,) -xi, the projections

It is not terribly important just how the sequence related functions behave
when x does not encode a sequence, nor is it really important that we use a
particular method for encoding sequences, as long as the encoding, length, and
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extraction processes can be carried out efficiently. But for the sake of explicitness
once again, let us assume that we encode sequences as is illustrated by the
following example:

Enc( ((lOOl)*, (ll),, (lOl),))  = (210012112101),.

That is, we replace each of the symbols ‘(’ and ‘,’ by ‘2’,  and the binary strings of
OS and 1s become base 4 strings of OS  and 1s.  We encode the empty sequence by
0. The reader should easily be able to convince himself that all of the sequence
functions and predicates associated with this encoding scheme can be computed
uniformly in parallel log time.

One should also see that it is a fairly routine matter to verify that the Boolean
functions (and, or, not, etc.) are definable from the functions listed above using
composition.

We define a few abbreviations that we will be using frequently:

l&l =Msp@,  I), [4X] =x - [ix] )

Lsp(x, i) =x - Shl(M.sp(x,  i), i, Ix&

Wx) = WG, 14 w, Wx) = ~V(~, 14 14).
Lsp is a mnemonic standing for ‘Least Significant Part’, and Fh and Bh denote
the front and back halves of x, respectively.

By the words suitable polynomial, we mean a polynomial with nonnegative
integer coefficients.

For a vector x = (x1,  . . . , x,) of numbers, we use Ix] to mean lx11 + . . . + 1x,1.

1.2. Iterative and recursive schemata

In this section we give two schemes for defining new functions from given
functions. The technique of characterizing classes of recursive functions by
algebras of predictably computable functions began with Ritchie [25].  Cobham [8]
was the first to give such a characterization for P. The use of schemata for
recursion also finds its place in model theoretic characterizations of complexity
classes in the works of Fagin [ll], Immerman [15-171,  Gurevich [13], Vardi [29],
and Lynch [22].

Our first schema, which we call Map, is inspired in name and effect from the
standard Lisp function of the same name. Given an encoding x of a sequence

x = Enc((x(i))~~‘=,)

and a function f, we define the Map off on x by

Map&x) = Enc((f(x(i)))~=J.

This operator is included largely for the purpose of eliminating many tedious
arguments that would otherwise be invoked to define it. For those familiar with
John Lind’s characterization of LogSpace, which is found in [21],  the M a p
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operator is a straightforward adaptation of Lind’s schema of Iteration of
Concatenation to our setting.

Definition 1.2.1. Let f : N+= N be given. Mapf  is the function which maps
(encodings of) sequences to (encodings of) sequences, so that if

x = Enc( (X(i));=‘=,)
then

MaI.+(x)  = Enc((f(4i)))Zr).

We make no provision for the value Mapf (y) when y does not encode a
sequence. The reader may assume the value of Mapf  in such cases is 0.

The second, and more important, schema is the schema of polynomially
bounded branching recursion. As was noted in the introduction to this section,
the underlying idea is the abstraction of the divide and conquer technique.

Definition 1.2.2. Let g : N”-, N and h : BY+*+ N be given. We say that the
function f : N” + N is defined by polynomially bounded branching recursion from
g and h if there exists a suitable polynomial p such that

f (0, x) = do, x), f (1, x) = g(L x),
f (y, x) = h(y,  x, f (WY), x), f (Bh(y), x)) if y > 1,
If (b)l  ~p(lbl) for each 6.

If we return to the definition of Parity given in the introduction to this section,
then we see that Parity is given by polynomially bounded branching recursion
from the identity function and xor.

Definition 1.2.3. BL is the smallest class of functions which contains all of the
basic functions listed in Section 1.1, and which is closed under composition, the
Map operator, and polynomially bounded branching recursion.

The remainder of Section 1.2 is devoted to proving that the class BL is closed
under some other recursive schemata. This material is needed only to facilitate
one of the proofs in Section 1.3 and later in Section 3.1. The reader will not be at
a great disadvantage if the material is skipped on the first reading. For those with
a genuine interest in recursive schemata, a quick reading of the statements of the
propositions is suggested. The proofs may be used as non-addictive substitutes for
barbiturates on sleepless nights.

Proposition 1.2.4. BL is closed under multiplication.

Proof. By polynomially bounded branching recursion: Let

x*0=0, x*1=x
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and define

x-y=~~q~*~qY), ltIYll,Y)+~~wY).

Since Ix . y J c 1x1  + 1 y I + 2, BL is closed under multiplication. 0

Proposition 1.2.5. Given g:N”+ N and h :N”+*+ N in BL, let p and q be
suitable polynomials. If there is a function t : N”+‘--,  N such that

t(0, x) = g(x), t(n + 1, x) = h(n, x, t(n, x)),

Ith XI s 44) for all n s IPGW

then the function f : N” + N given by

f(x) = 4P(l4)l7  XI

is in BL.

Proof. Let g, h, p, q and t satisfy the hypotheses. Define

g’(0,  x) = g(x), g’(a, x) = h(0, x, g(x)) for a 2 1,

h’(y, x, a, b) = h(llBh(y)ll,  x, b) for all a and b.

Clearly g’ and h’ are in BL.
Now we define t’ : FV+’ + N using polynomially bounded branching recursion

on g’ and h’ b y

t’(O,  x) = g’(0, x), t’(1, x) = g’(1, x)7

t’(y, x) = h’(y, x, t’@(y),  x), t’(Bh(y),  x)).

Note that

t’(0, x) = t(0, x),

t’(1, x) = t(1, x),

t’(ll,,  x) = t(2, x),

t’(llll,,  x) = t(3, x),

t’(11111111,,  x) = t(4, x), and so on.

Setting y = 2(2b(")'-1)  - 1 gives

f(x)  = t(lP(w XI = f(Y, XI,

which proves that f is in BL: 0

Definition 1.2.6. The schema of log-bounded recursion is defined as follows: Let
g:N”+N  and h:N n+2+ N. Let p and q be suitable polynomials. If there is a
function t such that

@, x) = g(x), t(n + 1, x) = h(n, x, t(n, x)),

t(n, x) s dlxl) for n ~p(lxOj
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then we say that f is defined by log-bounded recursion from g and h with time
bound p and log-space bound q if

f(x)  = t(P(w 1).

The distinction between log-bounded recursion and the recursion of Proposi-
tion 1.2.5 is subtle, but important. The recursion of 1.2.5 characterizes parallel
log-time, polynomial space computation, whereas log-bounded recursion charac-
terizes sequential logspace  computation.

We shall prove now that BL is closed, under log-bounded recursion. A
consequence of this is that BL contains all of the functions computable in
LogSpace.

Definition 1.2.7. For a function h(y, x), the function h, is given by

h,(y) = h(y, x),

and h:(y) denotes the n-fold composition given by

h:(y) = Y, K+‘(y) = MC(y)).

Definition 1.2.8. For any suitable polynomials p and q and any function h(y, x)
such that

h,:{O,l,... ) ml)>+  (07 19 . . . 9 dl4)>9

H(y,  x) is defined by log-bounded iteration from h iff

H(y,  x) = h:“““(y).

Lemma 1.2.9. BL is closed under log-bounded recursion if it is closed under
log-bounded iteration.

Proof. Assume that BL closed under log-bounded iteration. For suitable
polynomials p and q and BL-functions g(x) and G(n,  x, y) with g(x) s q(lxl) and
G(n, *, Y) C q(l4h swpose that f is defined by log-bounded recursion as follows:

f(r) = t(P(lN,  x)
where

NO,  x) = g(x), t(n + 1, x) = G(n, x, t(n, x)).

We must show that f E BL.

Let Q<M>  = ~nc(b(M),  q(M))). G’rven y, let n, =y(l) and t,, =y(2).  Here
we are thinking of those y which encode a sequence of length at least 2. Define h,

by

h,(y)  =
Enc((n, + 1, G(n,, x, t,))),

(o
ify, Enc(.  * .I s Q(lxl>,

2 otherwise.

Thus h,(Enc(  ( m, t))) = Enc((n  + 1, G(n, x, t))) when 12 ~~(1x1)  and t s q(lxl).
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Let H(y, x) = h<+‘)(y), so that H E BL by our initial assumption.
Since h:(Enc(  (0, g(x)))) = Enc( (12, t(n, x))), we see that

f(x)  = t(P(lxl)P x) = H@c((O, g(x))),  x)(2).

Therefore f E BL, and this completes the proof of the lemma. 0

Proposition 1.2.10. BL is closed under log-bounded recursion.

Proof. By Lemma 1.2.9 it suffices to show that BL is closed under log-bounded
iteration.

Suppose that p and q are suitable polynomials, and that

h,:{O,. . .) dbl)~-+  (0, * * * 9 ml)).
Define

H( y, x) = h$.“““(  y ).

We must show that H E BL.
Forf:{O,.  . . I s(M)>+ (0, . . . p dl4)) let

u-1 = ~ecfm . . . ~f(s(bl))))*Then

IVII c (8 . 14 WI’+ 812 . (dl-4 + 1) s 64 - (dl-4 + 113.
The polynomial bounding the value of I[f]l  is simply a rough estimate. Any
polynomial in q(lxl)  which bounds I[f]l will do. It is important to establish such a
bound, since [h:] will be a value obtained through polynomially bounded
branching recursion in what follows.

Let 0’ be the operation such that

VI 0’ ISI = [fogI-
Let Eva1  be the operation for which

Eva&% E) =f(a), for a e (0, . . . , s(lxl)>.
Note that Eva1  and 0’ are in BL since

and
Eu&[fl,  a) = [fl(o + I),

[f]~’ [g] = [fog]  = Enc((a,,  . . . , ai, . . . )>

where a, = Evul([f],  Evul([g],  i)).
Let G(u, x) = [hk’].  Then

G(0,  x) = [h:], G(I,  x) = [kl,
G(u, x) = [@‘l o @“‘i]  = [@“‘l]  0’ [@‘“‘l]

= G(Fh(u), x)0’ G(Bh(u), x)

for appropriately chosen u.
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Therefore G is definable by polynomially bounded branching recursion, so G is 

in BL. But observe that 

H(y, X) = hP,“““(y) = Eval([h$‘“‘)], y) = Ev~l(G(2~““” - 1, x), y), 

so H is also in BL. 0 

We can now give a sketch of a proof that BL contains the LogSpace 
computable functions. Our proof uses Lind’s characterization of LogSpace. Lind’s 
use of schemata for recursion was inspired in part by the work of Cobham [8] and 
Ritchie [25], and also by Bennet’s recursion on notation [3]. Indeed, many of the 
schemata for recursion which we have presented are reminiscent of Bennet’s 
work. 

Corollary 1.2.11. BL contains the LogSpuce computable functions. 

Proof. By [21] we know that LogSpuce is the smallest algebra of recursive 
functions containing the equality predicate, and which is closed under Iteration of 
Concatenation and log-bounded recursion. It is a straightforward matter to 
modify Lind’s original proof to work with our definitions of Map and log-bounded 
recursion. The details are left to the industrious reader. El 

We note that if P is a LogSpuce-computable predicate, and q is a suitable 
polynomial, then the following predicates and functions are also LogSpuce- 

computable: 

Q(x) = Pi s q(M)> Wh 
R(x) = (3i 6 &I>) P(i), 
N(x) = (#i c q(lxl)) P(i) 

where the quantifier # is read ‘the number of’. This fact will be tacitly used in the 
proof of Theorem 1.3.3. 

1.3. BL = Uniform NC 

We begin this subsection with a brief review of bounded depth circuits. The 
reader who is unfamiliar with the use of circuits as models of computation is 
encouraged to consult [26], who gives explicit definitions for, and constructions 
of, the objects we will be discussing. Cook [9] gives a survey of results in parallel 
polylog computation. Other characterizations of parallel complexity classes are 
found in the works of Gurevich and Lewis [14], Barrington, et al. [l], Compton 
and Laflamme [lo], and Molzan [23]. 

An unbounded fan-in circuit, or, more simply, a circuit, is best described as an 
acyclic directed graph, with nodes that are labelled by Boolean functions. Some 
nodes of the circuit will have no ancestors in the graph, and these may be 
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considered to be input nodes. Conversely, some nodes will have no descendants,
and these may be considered the output nodes of the circuit. Thus, each
individual circuit computes a particular function of a fixed number of bits, and the
output of the circuit, on a given input, is of a fixed size. The depth of a circuit is
the length of the longest path in the circuit from an input node to an output node.
The size of a circuit is the total number of edges.

A circuit family is a (possibly infinite) sequence of circuits such that for each
size of input there exists at most one circuit in the sequence with the
corresponding number of input nodes. Thus, each circuit family computes a
partial function, that is undefined on inputs for which no circuit of the
appropriate size appears in the sequence. In the most general case, no restriction
is placed on how the sequence of circuits is defined, and it is quite easy to define a
sequence of circuits which outputs 1 on a non-recursive set, and 0 on the
complement of that set. For example, consider the circuit family which accepts all
inputs of size II, if (n, n) is on the diagonal of the Halting Problem set, and
rejects all other inputs. Note that all of the circuits in the ‘Halting Problem
sequence’ may be chosen to have depth 2 and size O(n), for inputs of size it.

It is natural to associate the notions of time and space complexity with the
depth and size of circuits, but the Halting Problem example above indicates that
we must proceed carefully. Thus arises the notion of uniform circuit families, or,
more simply, uniform circuits. For our purposes, a circuit family is uniform if
there exists an algorithm which will produce (an encoding of) the n-input member
of the sequence if given 2” - 1 (which is a string of n 1s).  Therefore, we may
speak of LogSpace-uniform circuits, or of P-uniform circuits, or even re-uniform
circuits, as our needs dictate. Our needs are not so great, so, for us, uniform will
usually be taken to mean LogSpace-uniform. A sequence of circuits will usually
be denoted by {Cn}, with the subscript IZ denoting the number of inputs to a
circuit in the sequence. In all of what follows, uniformity is always assumed,
whether such is explicitly stated or not.

Definition 1.3.1. Let D(n) and S(n) be positive non-decreasing functions on the
natural numbers. Let f be any function defined on the natural numbers. We say
that f has depth D and size S circuits if there is a uniform circuit family {Cn}
which computes f, and satisfies depth(C,) = O(D(n))  and size(&) = O(S(n))  for
all n.

The reader should note that, since we have chosen LogSpace-uniformity as our
circuit construction criterion, all functions which are defined by uniform circuit
families will have size p circuits, for some polynomial p. We say that such
functions have polynomial size circuits.

Definition 1.3.2. Uniform NC is the set of functions on f+J which have depth
O((log n)O(l))  and polynomial size circuits.
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There are several machine-theoretic characterizations of the class Uniform NC,
as we have defined it above. These include functions computable by
l uniform log space, polylog time bounded alternating Turing machines [26],
l uniform parallel random access machines (PRAMS) operating in polylog time

and using a polynomial number of processors [27].
The numerous characterizations of Uniform NC indicate that it is a fairly

robust and interesting complexity class. It is the purpose of this section to give a
characterization of this class which is independent of machine theoretic con-
siderations, and, moreover, free of uniformity constraints.

Theorem 1.3.3. Uniform NC c BL.

Proof. A complete proof of this theorem (as we are going to do it) would require
that we choose some encoding scheme for acyclic directed graphs, with nodes
labelled  and, or, and not, and then explicitly define a function from the algebra
BL corresponding to each uniform circuit family having polylog depth and
polynomial size. However in doing so we would obscure the main idea of the
proof in an opaque soup of detail. Therefore, we argue intuitively, and urge the
skeptical reader to work out the messy details that we omit. For information
regarding the so-called standard encoding, consult [26].

Assume we are given a uniform circuit family {C,} with C, of depth at most
Ip(n)lk, for some suitable polynomial p. We show by induction on k that there
exists a BL function f which is computed by {C,}.

For the base step of the inductive argument, assume that C, is of depth at most
Ip(n Since {Cn} is LogSpace-uniform, there is a function h which is
LogSpace-computable, such that h(2” - 1) is the standard encoding of C,. By
Corollary 1.2.11, h is in BL.

Let g denote the function computed by {Cn}.  Let x E N. Then the circuit which
computes g(x) is C,,,, whose encoding is given by h(2’“’  - 1).

Define a function t(0, m, x) as follows:

if the mth node of C,,, is the ith input node,
otherwise.

Now, suppose that we know the value of t(n, m, x) for each m. We define
t(n + 1, m, x) thus:
l If t(n, m, x) is 0 or 1, then t(n + 1, m, x) = t(n, m, x).
l If t(n, m, x) is 2, and the mth node of C,,, is an and node, then

-if all predecessor nodes i of the mth node of C,,, are such that t(n, i, x) = 1,
then t(n + 1, m, x) := 1, else

-if some predecessor node j of the mth node of C,,, is such that t(n, j, x) = 0,
then t(n + 1, m, x) := 0, else

-t(n + 1, m, x) := 2.
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l If t(n, m, x) is 2, and the mth node of C,,, is an or node, then
-if some predecessor node i of the mth node of C,,, is such that t(n, i, x) = 1,

then t(n + 1, m, x) := 1, else
-if all predecessor nodes j of the mth node of C,,, are such that t(n, j, x) = 0,

then t(n + 1, m, x) := 0, else
-t(n + 1, m, x) := 2.

l If t(n, m, x) is 2, and the mth node of C,,, is a not node, then
-if the ith node of C,,, is the predecessor of the mth node, and t(n, i, x) # 2,

then t(n + 1, m, x) := 1 - t(n, i, x), else
-t(n + 1, m, x) := 2.

l Otherwise set t(n + 1, m, x) := 2.
The idea of the function t(n, m, x) is that it determines the state of the mth

node of C,x,, given input x, at time II. The value of 2 corresponds to the ‘not yet
decided’ state. It should be clear to the reader that all nodes of C,,, of depth at
least n are decided by time n via a trivial inductive argument on the depth of a
node.

Since the depth of C,,, is at most Ip(lxl)l, it follows that the function f(m, x),
given by

f(m, x) := 4~(lxl)l, m, ~1,

has a value of 0 or 1 for all nodes m of C,,,. By Proposition 1.2.5, f is in BL, and
it is an easy matter to deduce the value of C,,, on input x from f and the encoding
function h. This completes the base step of the inductive argument.

Note that we need not have restricted ourselves to circuits C,,, of depth at most
Ip(lxl)l  in defining J As long as {Cn} is a uniform circuit family, we can define a
function f, as above, which will evaluate C,,, to a depth of at least Ip(lxl)l.

We now sketch the inductive step of our proof.
Suppose that for any uniform circuit family {Cn},  we have a function f which

will evaluate all nodes of C,,, to a depth of at least Ip(lxl)l”. View C,,, as
partitioned into ‘layers’ of depth at most Ip( 1x1)1”. The function f can then be
used to evaluate the first layer of C,,,. We can determine those nodes of C,,,
which are at a depth of I~(lxl)l~, and, treating these as we did the input nodes of
the original circuit, apply a modification off to evaluate the second layer of C,,,.
This will evaluate C,,, to a depth of at least 2. Ip(lxl)l”.  Iterating Ip(lxl)l  times
will evaluate C,,, to a depth of at least Ip(lxl)lk+‘. By applying Proposition 1.2.5
again, we see that there is a functionf’  in BL which evaluates C,,, to a depth of at
least (p(l~l)(~+l. The full details of this argument are quite similar to the details
presented for the base case.

To conclude the proof, assume that g is in Uniform NC. Then there is a
uniform circuit family {G,},  a non-negative integer k, and a polynomial p such
that g(x) is computed by G,,,  with input x in depth at most I~(Ixl)l”.  It follows
that we can determine the value of g(x) using BL functions.

This completes the proof. q
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Theorem 1.3.4. Uniform NC = BL.

Proof. Considering Theorem 1.3.3, it is only necessary to show that the B L
functions are contained in Uniform NC.

The proof that the BL functions are contained in Uniform NC seems to go
through most easily using the PRAM model of parallel computation. It is known
that uniform PRAMS operating in polylog time and using a polynomial number of
processors which operate in polynomial space compute the same functions as do
uniform polylog depth circuits having polynomial size (see [27]).

It is easy to see that all of the basic functions are in Uniform NC. Furthermore,
Uniform NC is well known to be closed under composition. Since LogSpace  is
contained in Uniform NC, it follows that Uniform NC is closed under the Map
operator. Thus, we only need to show that Uniform NC is closed under
polynomially bounded branching recursion. For this we use the CREW PRAM
model.

Suppose that g : lF1-, N and h : bF3 + N are computable by uniform CREW
P R A MS which operate in polylog time and use a polynomial number of
processors.

Let f : fV+l +- N be defined by polynomially bounded branching recursion from
g and h. We shall give a CREW PRAM algorithm which uses CREW PRAM
oracles for g and h to compute J

Let PI, P2, . . . be the processors of our machine. In the input registers of the
PRAM we place y and xi, . . . , x,. Our intent is to compute f(y, x1,  . . . , x,).

The first thing that our algorithm does is to pass y to PI. For convenience we
will call this number y, when it is held in the registers of PI.

Suppose the processor Pk has been passed yk (from processor P#], if k # 1). If
yk = 0 or yk = 1, then Pk uses the g oracle and returns g(yk, X) to its parent as &.

Otherwise Pk passes y2k = Fh(J’,)  to processor & and y,,+l = Bh(J’,)  to
processor Pzk  + I. Once P2k and P2k+l return their answers, as &k and &k+i
respectively, to Pk, processor Pk uses the h oracle to compute h(y,, x, azk, azk+&
and returns this to its parent as &.

Finally, our algorithm places a, in the output register and halts.
This algorithm is clearly uniform, and an easy check of the computation tree

shows that it operates in polynomial space. Since the oracles for g and h operate
in polynomial space and polylog time, it is a simple matter to see that this
algorithm does so too.

This proves that Uniform NC = BL. Cl

The alert reader will note that the recursion schema of 1.2.5 is all that is
needed to characterize Uniform NC, since we did not use polynomially bounded
branching recursion explicitly in Theorem 1.3.3. Thus the recursion of 1.2.5 has
the same power as polynomially bounded branching recursion, over an appropri-
ate set of basic functions.
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Those familiar with Sam Buss’ work [4] will easily see that Uniform NC
corresponds to a rather interesting, if somewhat weak, fragment of Bounded
Arithmetic. This is the topic of the rest of this paper.

Section 2

2.0. Introduction

It is the purpose of this section to present a first-order theory of arithmetic, and
to show that a number of useful predicates and functions can be defined in this
theory. In addition to this, we will define a tower of theories which are similar,
and of presumably increasing strength. We will conclude this section with several
theorems concerning the strengths of these theories relative to Sam Buss’ Si and
T$, and prove that our tower interleaves Buss’ towers.

Our main objective, from this point on, will be to show that the theory which is
presented here is, in a very concrete sense, the weakest theory of arithmetic
capable of provably realizing all of the functions in Uniform NC. In Section 3 we
shall show that all of the functions in the algebra BL can be realized in our
theory, and Section 4 will be devoted to showing, via proof-theoretic techniques,
that any function which can be realized in our theory must be in BL. Our
approach is inspired by, and borrows heavily from, the work of Sam Buss [4].

2.1. The language of bounded arithmetic

The language 9 of bounded arithmetic consists of the following set of
nonlogical symbols:

(0, 1, +, -9 -7 #, Bit, Msp, Lsp, 1x1, S}

as well as the usual logical symbols and equality. In addition to the usual
quantifiers V and 3, we also include as part of the language two other types of
quantifiers. The first type of quantifiers is the bounded quantifiers, which are of
the form

(Vx~t)  and (3x st)

where t is any term of the language. The second type of quantifiers is the sharply
bounded quantifiers, which are of the form

(Vx < Itl) and (3x < Itl)

where, again, t is any term. The meanings of the bounded quantifiers are thus:

(Vx =Z t)R = (V_x)(x s t + R),

(3x =s t)R = (3x)(x c t A R).

In what follows, the interpretations of the nonlogical symbols 0, 1, +, -, ., and
G will be the usual ones, with - denoting bounded (nonnegative) subtraction.
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The function symbols 1x1,  Bit, Msp, and Lsp will have the same meanings that
they had in Section 1. This leaves the function symbol #, which is pronounced
‘smash’.

The function # is given by

X #y := 2lWYI,

It is important that we include this function as a term operation of the language.
Remember, the main goal is to give a characterization of Uniform NC in a theory
of arithmetic. Uniform NC contains functions which have polynomial growth
rate. This does not mean that these functions are bounded by polynomial
functions, but rather, the size of the value of the function is bounded by a
polynomial in the size of its argument. For example, the function

f(x) =xlX’
has polynomial growth rate, but is clearly not bounded by any polynomial. Recall
also Parikh’s Theorem [24], which essentially states that, in a theory of arithmetic
with induction restricted to bounded formulae, there is no way to prove the
totality of functions which grow faster than the term operations of the language.
If we are to realize all of Uniform NC in our theory, then it is necessary that we
include a function which grows like # as a term operation, since our theory will
indeed have induction restricted to bounded formulae.

As an exercise for the interested reader in the use of #, we suggest he find a
term of 9 which bounds the value of the encoding of

(Xi)!21

in terms of I = maxxi and s, where the encoding scheme for sequences is as given
in Section 1.1.

2.2. Non-inductive axioms

The following list of axioms contains the bounded axioms describing the
fundamental properties of the nonlogical symbols of Z’. It is similar to Buss’
BASIC axioms, but, because we have more nonlogical symbols, it is necessarily
more extensive. Therefore we will refer to this list of axioms as BASIC+.  We use
the notation 2 . t as an abbreviation for t + t. Technically, 2 is not a formal symbol
of _Y. We beg the indulgence of the reader on the point of axiom classification:
some of the axioms below do not fall neatly into the categories labelled with
Roman numerals, but we have tried to put them in appropriate places.

I. Axioms of Order
1. OGX
2. xal~x=0vx=l
3. XGyvyGx
4. xay/Yy<x*y=x
5. XGyhy6Z+XGZ
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II. Axioms of Addition
6. x+0=x
7. x+y=y+x
8. x+(y+z)=(x+y)+z
9. 1(x + 1s 0)

10. x+y<x+z~y~z

III. Axioms of Bounded Subtraction
11. x-y=o++xcy
12. ysx+(x-y)+y=x

IV. Axioms of Multiplication
13. x-o=0
14. x*1=x
15. x*y=y.x
16. x . (y . z) = (x . y) - z
17. x * (y + z) = (x . y) + (x * z)
18.  l~xx(x*y~x~z~y~z)

V. Axioms of Length
19. 101  = 0
20. x~y+lIxl~Iyl
21. 12 *x + 11 = 1x1  + 1
22. l~x+l2*xl=lxl+l

VI. Axioms of Smash
23. x#O=l
24. x#y=y#x
25. l~xx(l#(2~x)=2~  (l#x))  r,(1#(2+x+l)=2*(l#x))
26. Ix #yI = 1x1 * lyl + 1
27. IyI = IzI+x #y =x #z

VII. Axioms of Msp and Lsp
28. MS&X,  0) = x
29. Lsp(x, 0) = 0
30. Ixlci+Msp(x,  i)=O
31. 1x1  C i* Lsp(x, i) =x
32. Msp(x, i) = 2 - Msp(x, i + 1) v Msp(x, i) = 2 * Msp(x, i + 1) + 1
33. x = y * Msp(x, i) + Lsp(x,  i) + x = 2 - y . Msp(x, i + 1) + Lsp(x,  i + 1)
34. lMsp(x,  i)l = 1x1 - i
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VIII. Axioms of Bit
35. Bit(i, x) = Lsp(Msp(x,  i), 1)
36. Bit(i, x) = Msp(Lsp(x,  i + l), i)
37. Bit(0,  2 * x + 1) = 1 A Bit(0,  2. x) = 0
38. i S j+ Bit(i, x) = Bit(i, Lsp(x,  j + 1))
39. lyl s [XI A (Vi s IxI)Bit(i,  x) = Bit(i, y)+x =y
40. i<Ixl*Iyl~l=Sx~l<y+Bit(i,(x#y)-1)=1

Some of the axioms above may be found to be redundant, but the important
point is that BASIC+  provides enough true information about natural numbers
for us to start things rolling smoothly.

Let us define a few abbreviations which will be used throughout the remainder
of this paper:

]&] := MS&, l),

Wx) := W+, 1; Ml), Bh(x) := Lsp(x,  14 [xl]).

As in Section 1, Fh and Bh stand for ‘front half and ‘back half’, respectively.

2.3. The bounded prefix hierarchy of formulae

In traditional set theory and arithmetic, the complexity of a formula is
measured by counting alternations of blocks of V and 3 quantifiers, and ignoring
bounded quantifiers. This is sometimes called the Bore1 Hierarchy, since
predicates can be equated with the sets that they define. However, we prefer to
call it the Prefix Hierarchy. The Bounded Prefix Hierarchy is analogous to the
Prefix Hierarchy in that we count alternations of blocks of bounded quantifiers,
ignoring sharply bounded quantifiers.

Definition 2.3.1. The .Z;r=i”-  and @‘-formulae of 58 are the smallest classes of
formulae satisfying the following inductive definition:

Let $I and rj be formulas of 5’.
(1) If $ has no quantifiers, then @ is a _Eg- and a n$formula.
(2) If @ is a J$‘-formula,  and t is any term, then (Vx < Itl) $ and (3x =Z Itl) r$

are J$‘-formulae.  The analogous statement holds for @-formulae.
(3) If # is a @ (EP)-formula,  then 19 is a .ZF (@‘)-formula.
(4) If # and ~JJ are Zp (@)-formulae, then so are @ A IJJ and #J v r+!~.
(5) If @ is a _Y$‘-formula  and $J is a IT:-formula, then @-+ ‘1’ is a DF-formula

and r/.~+ $J is a _J$‘-formula.
(6) If $ is a J$‘(flF)-formula  and t is a term, then (3x G t) C#I is a J$‘(ZF+r)-

formula, and (Vx G t) @ is a HP+, (fl)-formula.

It is easily seen that any _Zy-formula  expresses an NP predicate. Conversely, by
mimicking the Kent and Hodgen proof [19], one can show that any NP predicate
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is expressible by a J$-formula.  Similarly, the 2: sets of the polynomial hierarchy
are precisely those predicates expressible by Zy-formulae, and similarly for the
II$’ sets. It follows that questions such as, “Is every ZP-formula  equivalent to a
@-formula?“, are, at the time of this writing, unanswerable.

2.4. Axioms of induction

Some of the axiom schemata for induction that we present below may seem
strange to those who are accustomed only to the usual scheme of induction
encountered in Peano Arithmetic. Indeed, it may be the case that only the first
schema presented makes immediate sense to the reader. We will first present the
various schemata, and follow with a, hopefully enlightening, discussion of each. If
the reader is interested in the relationships between the different inductive
schemata, Section 2.7 contains a couple of implication charts that describe their
relative strengths.

Definition 2.4.1. Let @ be a set of formulae of 2. In each schema presented
below, $J represents an arbitrary member of @.

(1) The @-IND axioms are

Ml) A (Vx)(@(x)+  @(x  + I))+ (Vx) G(x).

(2) The @-PIND axioms are

@(O)  A (Vx)(G(  l&l)+  #(x))-+ (Vx) G(x).

(3) The @-LIND axioms are

#(O) A (Vx)(4G)-+  $(x + I))+ (Vx)  $00.

(4) The @-DC1  axioms are

4(o) A +(I) A (vX)($‘(Fh(X))  A @@h(x))+  G(X))-+  (VX) #(X).

(5) The @-LPIND axioms are

$‘(o) A (vX)(+(l+Xl)+’  ‘#‘(X))+  (VX)  +(1X1).

(6) The @-LLIND axioms are

$‘(o)  A (vX)(+(X)+ +(X + I))+ (VX)  +(11X11).

As we stated earlier, the @-IND axioms are the most familiar form of induction
axioms, for they resemble the first-order Peano axioms most closely. The IND
axioms are essentially a way of formalizing our intuitive sense that natural
numbers are well-ordered. However, they do not accurately reflect the way we
really perform arithmetic calculations. For example, if I want to add the numbers
1232189123 and 5646324 (and no calculator is handy), then I sit down with a piece
of paper and a pencil, write down the numbers so that appropriate digits are
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aligned, and carry out the procedure I learned in elementary school. Within half
of an hour the calculation is complete, and I may even have the correct answer.
The thing I do not do is grab a handful of 1232189123 matchsticks, line them up,
and then proceed to follow them, one at a time, with 5646324 more matchsticks.
This ‘matchstick rendition’ of addition is, admittedly, ludicrous, yet it is actually a
realization of the way addition is defined according to the Peano axioms. We are
not criticizing the Peano axioms, for they are a beautiful formalism for
arithmetic. However, if we want to assert that proofs in arithmetic are algorithms,
then the proofs should reflect the way the algorithms are actually carried out.

This brings us to the PIND, or Polynomial time INDuction,  axioms. The idea
underlying the PIND axioms is that numbers are the symbols we write down on
paper (or store in a sequence of circuits), rather than positions in a well-order.
When presenting these axioms to nonspecialists, a frequent question is, “Why
does this type of induction work?” Perhaps it is surprising that the PIND axioms
provide the kind of power that they do, but note that they reflect the way we
actually carry out arithmetic calculations. A very good illustration of “PIND
application” is long division. Consider this: suppose you want to divide 123456789
by 5. You first calculate the quotient and remainder of 5 divided into 1, then use
this information to calculate the quotient and remainder of 5 divided into 12, then
use this to get the quotient and remainder of 5 divided into 123, and so on. A
proof of the division algorithm via PIND axioms translates into the method just
described. Viewed in this light, the PIND axioms are a fairly natural way of
verifying propositions inductively. Incidentally, the author has so far been unable
to prove that the division algorithm can be carried out in a system of bounded
arithmetic which uses induction axioms that are weaker than PIND.

The LIND, or Length INDuction (or Log INDuction),  axioms appear, at first
glance, to be very similar to the usual IND axioms. However, the LIND axioms
are actually equivalent, over a suitable base theory, to the PIND axioms. Buss
has shown, in [4], that over the theory S:, the PIND and LIND schemas  imply
one another. We shall show the same is true over a presumably weaker theory.
We choose to view the LIND axioms as a notion of unification between the idea
of numbers as sequences of symbols and the traditional view of numbers as
representing quantity. When we count or tally we encounter numbers which
represent quantity. These numbers are really rather small, and are quite unlike
the numbers which we can generate by writing down long sequences of digits. We
use these very large numbers for purposes other than counting. As an example,
consider this document, which is stored on magnetic disk as a very long sequence
of binary information. It makes little sense to ask what value is represented by
this sequence of bits, but the number of bits being used is information that is
more useful. Anyone who occasionally pushes the limits of a hard disk knows this
very well. The LIND axioms, in a certain sense, say that facts about numbers
obtained through counting can only be guaranteed to hold at small numbers.

The DCI, or Divide and Conquer Induction, axioms are the furthest in
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appearance from the traditional axioms of induction. The intent of the DC1
axioms is to capture the notion of definability through polynomially bounded
branching recursion. The general idea is that verification of #(F/z(x)) and
@(B/z(x))  takes place simultaneously, so that the time it takes to verify 9(x)
through DC1 is about log Ix]. Bizaare as they may appear to be, the DC1 axioms
seem to be the right arithmetical foundation for parallel algorithms, and for the
comparative analysis of combinatorial algorithms devised in stronger theories.
The LPIND and LLIND schemes will be shown to be equivalent to the DC1
schema.

2.5. The theories of bounded arithmetic

The theories of Bounded Arithmetic of interest to us are the theories TG, S!,
and 04. For the edification of the reader, we note that the symbol T, in this
context, denotes the use of the Traditional form of induction. The symbol S
indicates the use of Stockmeyer induction, or PIND, while the symbol D indicates
Divide and Conquer Induction. The subscript 2 is used to indicate that the #
function is a term operation of the language. The role of i is made clear by the
following definition.

Definition 2.5.1. For i 2 0:
(1) Ti is the bounded theory whose axioms are the BASIC+ axioms together

with the J$-IND axioms.
(2) Sh is the bounded theory whose axioms are the BASIC+  axioms together

with the ZF-PIND  axioms.
(3) Di is the bounded theory whose axioms are the BASIC+ axioms together

with the Zp-DC1  axioms.

Definition 2.5.2.

T,= !J T;, s, = IJ s;, D2= l__J  0;.
i<o i<o i<w

The theories T: and S: were first defined by Buss [4], who showed that the
theory Si was the weakest theory of bounded arithmetic which sufficed for the
development of the polynomial time computable functions. In view of what we
said in Section 2.4 regarding the relationship of PIND to LIND, and DC1 to
LLIND, the following is interesting, but not surprising:

However, the following result, due to Buss, is surprising:
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We shall extend it by showing

D;+?’ 1 S;.

21

Thus the theories T2, S,, and D2 are of equivalent power.
It is natural to ask if one can reverse any of the turnstiles (1 symbols) above. A

recent result of KrajiEek et al. [20] is that if Si;t’ is fully conservative over T&
then the polynomial hierarchy collapses to AF+)+2.  Buss [5] has shown that SF?+’  is
V_J$‘+‘,-conservative  over Ti. Thus, the obvious questions one can ask about these
theories lead to very deep problems in logic and complexity theory.

2.6. Getting started with 0:

We are now faced with the task of showing that 0: is capable of defining
several functions and predicates that will serve as combinatorial tools. Our
arguments will be informal, but formalizable in 3. Much of what we’ll carry out
here is tedious, giving results that seem almost trivial. However, it was an
extremely interesting and rewarding experience for the author to carry out these
derivations. Our suggestion to the reader is to make a quick tour of Section 2.6,
without pausing to examine the details of every single demonstration. We also
suggest that it is far more enlightening to carry out the arguments for oneself,
rather than trudge through another’s derivations. In this respect the author finds
himself siding with the existentialist philosophers: the joy is in the doing, not in
the reading.

To get things going, we state a useful result. A proof may be found in [4].

Proposition 2.6.1. Let R be a theory of arithmetic which is at least as strong as 0:.
If there is a ZF-formula  C$ such that

R t @‘x)(3!  Y> #(F Y>

then the theory R(f) obtained by expanding the language to include f, enlarging the
Z’;-DC1 axioms to allow terms involving f, and adding the defining axioms

f(x)=y ++=WtY)

is a conservative extension of R. q

Definition 2.6.2. A theory R is said to EF-define the function f if, for some
ZP-formula  #,

R 1 (V-r)Pl  Y) G(r,  Y)

and f is given by

f(x)=Y++@(KY)*
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The upshot of Proposition 2.6.1 is that we may freely add $-definable function
symbols to our language, and use them in later proofs without fear of
inadvertantly exceeding the limitations of the base theory, in this case, 0:.

Define

Fill(x) : = (x # 1) - 1.

Note that Fill(x) has exactly the same length as X, and by the BASIC+  axioms is
comprised entirely of 1s. Fill(x) has the nice property that

IBh(Fill(x))l  = 1s 1x11.

which we will make use of in the following theorem.
It seems to be the case that using the J$‘-DC1 axioms for every inductive

argument is quite tedious and often unintuitive. Therefore, we prove the
following two theorems now, which turn out to be used a great deal in what
follows.

Theorem 2.6.3. The EF-LPIND axioms are theorems of 0:.

Proof. We argue informally in 0:. Suppose that $I is a J$‘-formula,  and that

G(O) A (V~)(~(M)+MX)).

We must show we can conclude (Vx) @(1x1).
Put r/j(x)  = (x = Fill(x)-, $(1x1)).  Then q is a ZF-formula,  and we obviously

have ~(0) A q(1).
Suppose we have q(Fh(x))  A v(Bh(x)).  If x #Fill(x), then we immediately

have I./J(X). On the other hand, if x = Fill(x), then we know that Bh(x) =
ZW(Bh(x)),  which gives Illh( = 14 IxI]  . Thus, we have the following chain of
implications:

3 (Vx)(x  = Wx)-+ G(lxl))
* WI 444)

))

which proves exactly what we wanted. 0

Theorem 2.6.4. The ZP-LLIND  axioms are theorems of 04.

Proof. Again, we argue informally in D:, making use of Theorem 2.6.3. Suppose
that @ is a ZF-formula,  and that

#(o) A (Vx)(+(x)+  @(X + I)).
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Put q(x) = #(1x1). Then we have r/j(O),  and since 1x(= I L&r] I+ 1 for x > 0 we
have the following:

X>OAV(lN)  * ~~Ilt~ll~~I~l=Il~~ll+~
* WI)
* v(x)
+ VW A W)(v(  M )+ v(x))
* Px) ml)
3 WI @(llxll)*

This is what we wanted to show. 0

Proposition 2.6.5.  The function x ++ 1x1  maps the universe onto an initial segment
of itself, i.e. if y c Iz 1, then there is some x such that y = 1x1.

Proof. Let y G 1.~1. We want to find some x such that y = 1x1. So let i = lz( - y,
and put x = Msp(z, i). Then we have

[xl= lMsp(z,  i)l = IzI -i = Iz( - (lzl -y) =y.

This proves the proposition. 0

Proposition 2.6.6. The function f (i, y) = 2mi”(iS’y’)  is a Z?-dejinable  function of 0:.

Proof. By Proposition 2.6.5, if i G Iyl, then there is some z such that i = )zl. The
desired function is

f(i,y)=wtt(3zCy)(i=I  Iz ~w=z#l)v(i>~y~~w=y#l).

This definition is correct, and gives the desired function. q

Definition 2.6.7. Let R be a theory of bounded arithmetic. We say that a formula
4 is A: with respect to R if there is a J$‘-formula 1/, and a fl:-formula  8 such that

Rb($++V’)A(@++@.

If we say simply that C@ is A”,  then we mean that @ is A: with respect to 0;.

We have come to a point at which we are ready to define some comprehension
rules. The idea is that we can define a unique number by specifying its binary
representation. This is quite useful, for it allows us to specify a number with a
predicate that describes how the number must look. The comprehension rules are
second-order rules, for they assert the existence of functions. However, certain
forms of comprehension are already realized in the models of 0;.
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Definition 2.6.8 (@-COMP).  Let 0 be a set of formulae. The @-COMP rules are
the following second-order axioms: for each formula 4 E @, there exists a
function &, with the properties

(a) (V4(Vy) IX&, Y)I s IY I7
(b) (Vx)(Vy)(Vi  < IyI)W(i,fZ(~, Y)) = I++ @(x7  9).

Theorem 2.6.9. The A:-COMP rules are theorems of 04. Furthermore, for each
A:-formula @, the function f@ is ZF-definable  by 0;.

Proof. Let #(x, y) be a A!-formula. Define the formula A@, y, i, j, z) to be

((i = 0 A z S 1) v (lzl G i)) A

(i+jSlyl+(VkSi)(Bit(k,z)=lo#(x,j+k))).

Note first that A is equivalent over 0; to a Zf-formula.  Also, the quantifier
(Vk < i) may be replaced by a sharply bounded quantifier.

In English, A@, y, i, j, z) states that z is the number of length at most i which
stores the value of #(x, j + k) in its kth bit. If we fix x and think of $J(x,  k) as a
string of bits, 1 in position k if $(x, k), and 0 in position k if not, then the
relation #(x, j + k) can be thought of as @(I, k) shifted right j places.

Define

B(x,  y, i) = (Vj S Iyl)(i + j c Iyl+= (32 my # l)A(x, y, i, j, z)).

Then B(x, y, i) is equivalent to a ZF-formula, and asserts that we can com-
prehend the values of @(x,  k) in a number z, as long as k ranges over an interval
of length i.

Clearly B(x,  y, 0) holds. Suppose that i =S lyl and B(x, y, [ii])  holds. Suppose
thatwearegivenanyj<lylsuchthati+jclyl.Thenwehave  [@]+j<lyland
2. [ii] +jC)yl as well. By the inductive assumption it is the case that there exist
z1 and z, satisfying A+, y, [$I, j, zi) and A@, y, [ii],  j + L&l, z2).  Putting

z = z, . pin( ltil I IY I) + z1

gives us a z which satisfies A@, y, 2 - [ii],  j, z). If it is also the case that
2. [$i]  +l+jGlyl,  thenwemayput

zr = #@., 2 .  [ii]  +  1 +  j) .  2min(2-llil+lJyl)  +  z

which will satisfy A@, y, 2 - L$i] + 1, j, z’). (We have abused notation a bit here
by using the symbol $ to represent the function which takes the value 1 where +
holds and 0 elsewhere.)

This shows us that B(n, y, [ii])+ B(x, y, i). By Zp-LPIND, we may conclude

(Vi) B(x,  Y, lil).
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Since no restriction was placed upon x or y, we may further conclude that

(Vx)(Vy)(Vi)  B(K Y, lil)

is a theorem of 0;.
Now note that the witness z for the formula (3~ <y # 1) A@, y, lyJ - 1, 0, z)

satisfies the properties that f+(x, y) must satisfy. Since the axioms for the Bit
function insure that the value of a number is determined by its bitwise
representation, z is uniquely determined, and we have proved the theorem. 0

We now begin the final, and most tedious, portion of Section 2.6. We must
show that the encoding of sequences can be carried out in 0:. Recall that
sequences are encoded by replacing commas by 2s and substituting a base 4 string
of OS  and 1s for a base 2 string of OS  and 1s.  For example, the sequence

((lOIOII)*, (lIlOl)2,  (lOO)*)

is encoded by the number

(21010112111012100)4.

In order to facilitate handling of base 4 representations of numbers, we define
functions analogous to the term operations Bit, Msp, Lsp, and 1x1.

Definition 2.6.10.

Msp,(x,  i) = Msp(x, 2i), Lsp,(x, i) = Lsp(x,  2i),

Bit,(i, x) = Lsp,(Msp,(x,  i), l),

1x14  = 1x1 - lb I4l> [fx] = Msp,(x,  1).

The following propositions are easily proved using A;-COMP.

Proposition 2.6.11. For each x, there is a unique y 6 x # 2 such that

ly14  = 1x1  A (Vi) Bit4(i,  y) = Bit(i, x). 0

Proposition 2.6.12.  For each y satisfying (Vi G IylJ Bit,(i, y) 6 1, there is a
unique x =S 14~1  + 1 which satisfies

1x1  = (yl, A (Vl) Bit(z, x) = Bit,(z,  y). 0

Definition 2.6.13. OK(y) -(Vi s 1~14)  B&(i, y) s I.

Definition 2.6.14. enc and dec denote the following Ei-definable  functions of 0:.

enc(x) =y f* ly14 = 1x1  A (Vi G 1x1) Bit4(i,  y) = Bit(i, x),

dec(y)  = x f, (iOK  A x = 0) v (OK(y) A y = em(x)).
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We begin the process of defining sequences by defining protosequences. A
protosequence is a sequence whose entries are padded so that they all have the
same length. For example, the sequence

((101%  (IO),>  (O),)

is encoded by the protosequence

(210112001020000)4.

Definition 2.6.15. The predicate Proto(w,  i, j) asserts that w is a protosequence
of length i, with entries padded to length j. It is defined by the formula

(w=OAi=OAj=O)v(w>2AIw14=i-jA(Vk<Iw14)

(Bit,(k, w) 6 2 A (Bit,(k, w) = 2 c) (3n S i)(l S n A k = j . n - 1)))).

Observe that Proto(w,  i, j) is equivalent to a Z$formula, since the quantifier
(3n s i) may be replaced by a sharply bounded quantifier. We leave to the reader
the verification of

Profo(w, i, j) A Proto(w, i’, j’)+ i = i’ A j = j’.

Definition 2.6.16. ProtoSeq(w) * (3 S Iw14)(3j  S Iw14)  Proto(w, i, j).

Definition 2.6.17.

ProtoLen(w)  = i - (3j S Iw14)  Proto(w, i, j) v (+rotoSeq(w)  A i = 0).

We denote the kth entry of a protosequence w by w(k). The indices for
sequence entries begin with 1, and we define w(0) to be the length of the
sequence w.

Definition 2.6.18.

w(k) =x c, (k = 0 AX = ProtoLen(w))  v (k > ProtoLen(w)  A x = 0) v

(k s ProroLen(w) A (gi S Iw14)(3j  G IwlJ(Profo(w,  i, j)  A

x = dec(Lsp,(Msp,(w,  j . (i -k)), j - 1)))).

It is clear that the formula above gives an unambiguous definition of X.
Furthermore, the definition is seen to give us what we want, since x is a decoding
of a string of OS  and 1s that we ‘snip out’ from w.

Definition 2.6.19. The concatenation of x and y is defined to be x . (y # 1) + y,
and is denoted x 0 y.

Concatenation is easily seen to be an associative operation, and we note that if
w1 and w, are protosequences satisfying Proto(w,,  il, j) and Proto(w,,  i2, j), then
wi 0 wz is a protosequence of length il + iz.
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We would like to be able to use Et-LPIND  to conclude facts about sequences
by using induction on the number of entries. It seems to intuitively obvious that
we should be able to do so, but there are a few subtleties that must be handled
delicately. To illustrate the problem, suppose we have a Ey-formula 4(w), and
we can prove that if @(wr) and c$(w~) both hold, then @(wl 0 w2) holds as well.
Our first impulse is to try and prove C#I  for the empty sequence and sequences of
length 1, then proceed inductively by using the fact that a sequence of length IZ is
a concatenation of sequences of length G l&J.  If we express what we are trying
to accomplish formally, the sticking point becomes clear: Let I&(w,  n) be the
predicate which says “@(w)  holds if w has length at most n”. This is expressible
by a _XF-formula  if C#J is. But the way we have tried to derive $(w, n) is incorrect.
The inductive axiom we used in the description above is

(VW) Yj(W?  1) A (Vn)((Vw)  V(W? lt+-+(Vw)  q(w, n))-+ (Vw)(Vn)  v(w, InI).

This is not a ,Z’i-LPIND  axiom, but a I7,-LPIND axiom. We can overcome this
problem by fixing w, and then inductively checking subintervals of w based upon
length. To this end, we introduce interval notation, and subinterval
quantification.

Definition 2.6.20. Let w, i, and j satisfy Proto(w, i, j). Then for k and I which
satisfy 1 s k s 1~ i we define

w[k, l] = Lsp,(Msp,(w,  i -I .j), i * (I - k + 1)).

For example, if w = (20010210002111121010),  then w[2, 3]= (2100021111),.
For appropriate k and I, w[k,  I] is a protosequence of length I- k + 1. We define
w[l, k] to be 0 if w is not a protosequence, or if k or I fail to satisfy the restrictions
of Definition 2.6.20.

Definition 2.6.21. u < w - (3k, 1 s 1~1~)  v = w[k, I].

Note that w[k, I] is a Zy-definable  function of D:, and therefore v -C w is a
A:-definable  predicate. Furthermore, if # is a ZF- (respectively 17:-) formula,
then

(VV-CW)$I  a n d  (%<w)Cp

are D$equivalent  to Zp- (respectively fl!-)  formulae.

Proposition 2.6.22. 0: proves the following induction schema: if qb is a
2:-formula  such that @(w,  n) implies that w is a sequence, then

(Vv < w) 9(v, 0) A (Vn)[(vv  < w) #(v, EnI )-+ (Vv 4 w) @(v, n)]

+(Vn) 9(w, InI). 0
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This inductive schema is exactly what we need to be able to conclude facts by
using ZF-LPIND  on the lengths of sequences. Let us use this schema now to show
that we may pad the entries of a protosequence with an arbitrary number of
leading OS.

Proposition 2.6.23. Zf w is a non-empty protosequence, and b is any number, then
there exists a protosequence w’, whose entries are the same as those of w, but are
padded with Ib( additional leading OS.

Proof. We must first give a bound on the size of w’ relative to w and b. We can
give a rough bound, which will suffice for now, by assuming that we replace each
bit of w by 161 OS, and then tack on a high-order 1 bit. This is a power of 2 of
length 1 w 1 - 161  + 1, so a rough upper bound on the size of w’ is just w # b.

Let $(w, b, n) be the formula which says “for every v < w of length at most n,
there is a v ’ s Y #b whose entries are the same as those of v, but are padded
with IbJ additional leading OS”. Clearly, @(w,  b, n) is equivalent to a _ZF-formula.

It is easily seen that @(w, b, 1) holds, since given v of length 1, we may use
A’;-COMP to get u ‘.

Assume that @(w,  b, [$t])  holds, and let v < w be a subsequence of length n.
Since v < w, there exist k and I with v = w[k, I], and ProtoLen(v) = 1 -k + 1.
Let

v1 = w[k, k + [+(l-  k + l)]]

denote the first half of v, and let

v,=w[k+l+ [;(I-k+l)],k+2.  ]+(1-k+l)]]

denote the second half of v. If 1 = k + 2 * [+(r - k + l)], then put v3 = 0, and
otherwise put vg = w[Z, I]. By inductive assumption, there exist protosequences
u;, u;, and v; which are witnesses at vl, v2, and v3, respectively, for
G(w, b, ]$n]).

But it is easy to see that v’ = vi 0 vi 0 v; is a witness at v for $(w, b, n).
The conclusion of the proposition follows quickly. Cl

Proposition 2.6.24. Given a protosequence w and a number b, there exists a
protosequence v with the property that ProtoLen(v) = ProtoLen(w),  and for each
n with 1 G n c ProtoLen(w), we have v(n) = b + w(n). 0

The proof of Proposition 2.6.24 is similar to that of Proposition 2.6.23, and is
left to the reader. We also leave to the reader the proof of the next proposition,
which, again, is proved in a similar manner.

Proposition 2.6.25. Given a protosequence w there exists a protosequence u with
the property that v(1) = w(l), and ProtoLen(v) = ProtoLen(w),  and for each n
with 1 G n s ProtoLen(w),  we have v(n + 1) = v(n) + w(n + 1). Cl
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It is easy to see, using At-COMP, that for each X, there is a sequence w of
length at most 1x1+ 1 such that w(i + 1) = Bit(i, x) for each i < 1x1. Combining
this fact with Proposition 2.6.25 gives

Proposition 2.6.26. For each x there is a unique y s 1x1  giving the number of 1s in
the binary representation of x. We denote this y by NumOnes(x).  Furthermore, by
A:-COMP,  the function

(#i 6 ItI) WI
which is read, “the number of i 6 ItI which satisfy @“, is a Zy-definable  function of
0:.

Buss has termed counting of this kind length bounded counting. Note that if
ordinary bounded counting for A:-formulae can be ,$-defined by D:, then the
polynomial hierarchy collapses. Furthermore, by what we will show in Section 4,
it would follow that the polynomial hierarchy is contained in Uniform NC, which,
in the opinion of the author, is very likely not the case. Another interesting
question regarding counting is whether or not we can carry out .X? length
bounded counting in 0:. If so, then P is contained in Uniform NC. To see this,
note that J$-COMP  holds in 0: if 24 length bounded counting can be ,Yy-defined
in 0;. It is easy to deduce Xt-LIND  from J$‘-COMP,  and by [4] all functions in P
can be J$-defined  in the presence of Zy-LIND. Incidentally, Buss [5] has shown
that the Zy-COMP rules are theorems of S:.

We have reached the point of being able to define ordinary sequences. After
defining what an ordinary sequence is, and showing how to calculate its length
and extract the decodings of its entries, we will show that for any sequence w,
there is a unique number v which is the least number representing the sequence
encoded by w. We may then speak of THE sequence satisfying a given set of
conditions, and establish tight bounds on the size of its representation. This will
conclude Section 2.6, to the relief of the author (and the reader).

Definition 2.6.27.

Seq(w)t,w=Ov(~#OABit~(lwI~-1,  w)=2ABit,(O,  w)#2A

(Vi C Iw14)((Bit4(i,  w) = 2+= Bit,(i  + 1, w) # 2) A Bi&(i,  w) S 2)),

Len(w) = (#i S Jw14)(Bit4(i,  w) = 2).

Definition 2.6.28.  If w is a sequence, and i is such that 0 G i c Len(w), then
define

W J i = V f, (3/k  < lWj,)(Bit,(k  - 1, W) = 2 A V = h!fSp4(W, k) A

Seq(v)  A Len(v) = i) v (i = 0 A v = 0),

w t i = v *(3k C Iwl,)(Bit,(k, w) = 2 A v = Lsp,(w,  k + 1) A

Seq(v)  A Len(v) = Len(w) - i) v (i = 0 A v = w).
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It should be easy for the reader to see that w t i denotes the subsequence of all
entries which are above the ith position. Similarly, w & i denotes the first i entries
of w. It is easy to show that w t i and w 4 i are ZF-definable  function symbols of
0:. It is also easily verified that the identity

w = (w J i) 0 (w t i)

is satisfied for non-empty sequences w, and appropriate i. This gives us the
following definition of an interval of a sequence w.

Definition 2.6.29. If w is a non-empty sequence and i and j satisfy 1 =Z i s j s
Len(w), then

w[i, il = (w Ji) t (i - l),

21 < w t, (3 C Iw14)(3j  S Iw14)  v = w[i, j].

These definitions of interval and subinterval are consistent with Definitions
2.6.20 and 2.6.21, which were given for protosequences. Furthermore, Proposi-
tion 2.6.22 still holds when u < w is as given in the new definition. Therefore, any
facts that we proved about protosequences using 2.6.22 are true for arbitrary
sequences via the same proofs.

Definition 2.6.30. Let w be a non-empty sequence, and let i be such that
0 5 i s Len(w). Then we define w(i) = Len(w) if i = 0, and if i > 0 we define

w(i) = dec(lsp4(w[i,  i], Iw[i, ill4  - 1)).

That is, because w[i, i] is a sequence of length 1, there is a 2 sitting in the high
order position, which we snip off. Next we just decode what remains. This gives
us the ith entry of w.

To complete our discussion of sequences, we show that, given any sequence w,
there is a unique sequence w’ which has exactly the same entries as w, but for
which the encodings of the entries have all superfluous zeroes removed. The
proof uses Proposition 2.6.22 again.

Proposition 2.6.31. Given a sequence w, there is a unique sequence w’ which
encodes the same sequence as w, and which is the smallest number having this
property.

Proof. We give a sketch of the argument, which invokes Proposition 2.6.22.
If w = 0 then put w’ = 0. If Len(w) = 1, then either w(1) = 0 or w(1) #O. If

w(1) = 0, put w’ = 4 * 2 = (20),, and otherwise put w’ = 2 0 enc(w(1)). This strips
all leading OS  from the encoding of w(1).

For the inductive step, suppose that v < w has length n. Split v into two
sequences v1 and v2, where v = v, 0 v2, of length linl  (for simplicity, we can
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assume II is even). Then put

V’=V;OV;.

The remainder of the proof involves checking that V’ is indeed the smallest
sequence encoding the same sequence as u, and follows by _XF-LPIND.  We omit
this portion, as it is obvious. 0

Finally, we give a function which bounds the size of a minimal sequence.
Let w be a sequence which is of minimal size, and for which all entries of w are

bounded by the term t. Then the encodings of the entries of w do not exceed 2#t,
and if 1 ~i<Len(w), then w[i, i] <2_1#(2#t).  Since there are Len(w)
entries, we deduce that

w s (2. 1 # (2 # t)) Len(w)  s (2 . 1 # (2 # t)) # 2miW-(w)71wl).

Therefore, we define

SeqBd(t, s) = (2 . 1 # (2 # t)) # 2’“’  = (2 . 1 # (2 # t)) # (1 #s).

which gives a bound on the size of a sequence of length IsI with entries bounded
by t.

We have completed the preliminary step of showing that 0: is capable of
defining several useful predicates and functions. We now proceed with more
interesting material.

2.7. Consequences of 0; and relationships to S$ and Ti

In this, the final portion of Section 2, we prove a normal form theorem for
X:-formulae  in D:, then proceed to demonstrate the relative strengths of the
theories D:, S:, and T:.

Theorem 2.7.1 (Quantifier Replacement). Suppose that $(a, x, y) is A?. Let t
and s be terms which do not involve x or y. Then the formula

(VY s 14)(3x =s t> $(a, x, Y)

is equivalent, with respect to D$, to the formula

(3~ sSeqBd(t,  ~)(VY c Isl)(w(~)  c t A $(a, W(Y), ~1).

It follows that every Zp-formula  is D&equivalent to one of the form

(3% G tJ * * . (3x, c t,) ?j9

for some v which is A:.

Proof. Assume that $ satisfies the hypotheses, and that, in D:, we can prove

(‘dY C ISl)(~~ c t) #(a, x, Y).
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A(n) =(Vyls  ls])(Vy2~y,)(y,  -y2<n+(3w  ~SeqBd(t,  2y1-y2+1))

(Seq(w) A Len(w) = y, - y2 + 1 A

(Vz G Yl - Y2)($(& we + 11, y2 + 2) A w(z + 1) s 9)).

A(n) asserts the existence of a sequence of witnesses for (3x G t) $(a,  X, y) for
eachyin (y2,y2+1,...,y1),  providedyi-y 26n. Note that A(n) is equivalent
to a Zp-formula, so we can use J$‘-LPIND  to prove A(lnl) for all n.

It is easy to see that A(0) holds. Suppose that A( l&z])  holds, and choose
yr~lsl,  y2<y1 so thaty,-yl<n.

For simplicity, assume n is even, and choose y3 so that y2 <y3 6y3 + 1 ~yi, and
so that y3 - y, G L&z], and y, - (y3 + 1) c ]4n].

Let w1 and w, be sequences such that

where Xi satisfies #(a,  Xi, i) for y2 < i c yl. We may assume that w1 and w2 are
minimal sequences, and define

w = w, 0 w,.

Since w is a concatenation of minimal sequences, w is also a minimal sequence, so
we know w satisfies the size restriction for A(n). It is clear that w is a witness at y,
and y2 for A(n).

Since y, and y2 were chosen arbitrarily, we conclude that A(n) holds.
By _Zp-LPIND,  A(lnl) holds for all IZ. Now, A(lsl) guarantees that there is a

sequence w c SeqBd(t, 2s) with the property

(Vy =s Isl>(w(r> c t A @(a,  W(Y), Y)).

This concludes the proof. 0

Here is a summary of some results due to Buss [4]. These results were proved
to hold in the presence of S:. In fact, they hold if only 0: is present as well.

Z:+i-IND e n:+i-IND

u
_Z;+i-LIND  e @+i-LIND

0
Z;+ r-PIND e fl;+ i-PIND

U
E:-IND R @-IND
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We will expand these results by adding the following, which also hold in the
presence of 0;:

Z;+‘,-PIND e n;+ i-PIND

u
Z;+ i-DC1 e @+i-DC1

0
E;+‘,,-LPIND  @ II’,i-LPIND

0
_Z;+ ,-LLIND e I$‘+ ,-LLIND

u
_Z:-PIND a *-PIND

Theorem 2.7.2. In the presence of D:,

_Z;-LPIND  @ E;-LLIND.

Proof. The (+) direction was established in Theorem 2.6.4. Assume that
J$‘-LLIND  holds, and suppose that @ is a J$-formula  such that

$0 * (Vx)(#(  l&J) + G(x)).

Let a be a variable not occurring in @, and put

V(a, i) = ~(~~~(lal,  llall  - 9).

Then, since Msp(lal,  [lull -i) = [&lsp(lal,  llall - (i + l))] for i < Ilull,  we see
that

@(a,  0) A (Vi)(V(a, i)+ V(a, i + I)),

from which we may conclude $~(a,  Ilull). But ~#(a,  Ilull) is easily seen to be
equivalent to @(Ial). Since the proof does not depend upon
conclude

(Vx) WI). 0

the value of a, we can

Theorem 2.7.3. In the presence of D:,

E’P-DC1 e ,$‘-LPIND.

Proof. We have already shown the (+) direction in Theorem 2.6.3. The
direction we must establish is proved in a manner similar to that used to prove
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Theorem 2.7.1. Assume that Zp-LPIND holds, and let $ be a $‘-formula such
that

N9 A $4) A W)(Wh(x)) A WW))+  44x)).

Let a be a variable which does not occur freely in $, and set

ly(a, i) = (Vk C lal)(Vj s k)(k -j c i+ f#@sp(L.sp(a, k), j))).

Suppose that ~(a, L$i])  holds. Let k s Ial,  and choose some j such that
k -j c i. Let b = [i(k - j)l. Then, if x = Msp(Lsp(u,  k), j), we have

F/z(x)  = Msp(Lsp(u, k), b + j), Bh(x) = Msp(Lsp(u,  b + j), j).

Since k - (b + j) s Iii] and (b + j) -j s L$i], we have @(F/r(x))  and #(Hz(x)).
By assumption #(x) holds. Since x depends only upon the values of k and j, and
k and j were only chosen with the restriction k - j s i, we have just shown

(Vi)(V(a, M )+ W(e,  i)).

It is clear that $~(a,  0) holds, so we may conclude I/J(U, lul) by ,Y$-LPIND.
But $~(a,  Ial) implies @(a), so we are done. 0

Theorem 2.7.4. In the presence of D:,

E’P-IND  3 _Z;-LIND  + Z;-LLIND.

Proof. Obvious, since the inductive hypotheses are the same in each case, but the
conclusions are successively weaker. q

Theorem 2.7.5. In the presence of D:,

Z;-LLIND  G H;-LLIND.

Proof. The proof for both directions is nearly the same, so we give only one
direction. Assume Zy-LLIND holds, and that C#J  is a @‘-formula such that

HO)  * W)(@(x)+  @(x  + 1)) ~Twll)-

Let q(x) =l@(llull  -x).  Then q is a ZF-formula,  and

V(0)  A (Vx)(r4(x)+ V(x + 1)).

Therefore we may conclude r/~(llull), w ic is equivalent to l@(O), a contradic-h’ h
tion. Thus we see that it must be the case that n!-LLIND holds, which is what
we wanted to show. 0

Theorem 2.7.6. Theorems 2.7.2-2.7.4 are still true if we replace each occurrence
qfa$by@.  Cl
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Theorem 2.7.7. The A!-LIND  axioms are consequences of the ZF-LPIND  axioms,
in the presence of 0;. As a result, we have that D$,+?“’  t-S& for i > 0.

Proof. The original version of this proof appears in [4], where it is used to
establish that Sh+!+’ t T& Our proof is a simple modification of the one which
appears there. Buss credits M. Dowd for the idea, which is quite clever.

Let A(x) be A: with respect to 0: + Zy-LPIND, and put

B(x, .a) = (Vy c z + l)(A(x  - y)+ A(x)).

Then B is equivalent to a #‘-formula,  and we may invoke the IT:-LPIND
axioms, since they are consequences of the J$‘-LPIND  axioms.

We claim that

(VX c ICI) B(x, [td])+ (VX c Icl)  B(x,  d),

regardless of the value of c.
Suppose that (VX 6 ICI) B(x, [id])  holds, i.e.

(VX c Icl)(Vy  < [+d] + l)(A(x  - y)-+  A(x)).

If y cd + 1 then ]iy] < [+d]  + 1 and we have

x-y=(x-(l$y]  + l ) ) -  [iy], o r  X-y=(x- Liy])-  ]iy].

But if x c Ic] then x - ]$y] 6 ICI so we see that

(Vysd+l)(A(x-Y)-,&-  L$Y])),

which, combined with (Vy s d + l)(A(x  - [iy])+A(x))  gives

(Vy =z d + l)(A(x  - y)-+  A(x)).

Therefore,

(Vx c ICI) B(x, L;d])-+  (Vx  =z ICI) B(x, d).

By @-LPIND  we may conclude

(Vx 6 ICI) B(x, O)+  (VX c Ic]) B(x, [cl).

Note:

(Vx)(A(x)+A(x  + l))+ (Vx s Icl)(Vy s 0 + l)(A(x  -y)+A(x))

+ (Vx G lc])  B(x, 0)

+ (Vx c ICI) Wt ICI)
--, G‘WW4lcl))-

By ordinary logic we obtain

A(0) A (Vx)(A(x)-+A(x  + l))-+ (Vx)A(lxl).

Therefore the LIND axiom for A holds. Cl
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Theorem 2.7.8. The following relationships hold for i 2 0:
T+2 k 9+2 tDi+2  k si+2 k .jmi

2 2 2 2 2.

Therefore, the theories T2, S,, and D2 are all equivalent. 0

This completes our discussion of the foundations of bounded arithmetic. We
now progress to Section 3, where we prove that all the functions of the algebra
BL can be J$-defined  by 0;.

Section 3

3.0. Introduction

It is the purpose of this section to demonstrate that the functions in Uniform
NC are Zi-definable  functions of 0:. This gives us some idea of the strength of
0: as a theory of arithmetic.

We will follow up on the results of this section in Section 4, essentially showing
that Uniform NC is the largest class of functions we can hope to realize in 0:.

3.1. Uniform NC is realized in 0:

At this point, it should be clear that all of the basic functions listed in Section
1.1 are .Yt-definable by 0:. Furthermore, the Z:-definable  functions of 0: are
clearly closed under composition. Therefore, to conclude that 0: contains all of
the functions in Uniform NC, it is sufficient to show that 0: can Zy-define  the
Map operator, and that 0; can ZF-define a function defined by polynomially
bounded branching recursion from $-definable functions. It is possible to do this
directly, but the details become somewhat messy. We therefore recall that to
realize Uniform NC in BL, we needed the following facts:

(1) The LogSpace functions are available.
(2) The recursion of Proposition 1.2.5 can be carried out.
It is fairly straightforward to establish fact (2) above for .ZF-definable  functions

of D& so we shall do this now, and then proceed to verify fact (1) for the same.

Theorem 3.1.1. Zf g(x) and h(x, y, z) are 2;-definable  functions of D:, and p and
q are suitable polynomials, then, if the following conditions hold

if t(0, r) = g(x),
and t(n + 1, x) = h(x, n, t(n, x)),

implies It(n,  x)1 G q(lxl) when n < Ip(lxl)l,

then the function f given by

f(x)  = t(lP(l4)L  XI

in a Zy-definable  function of 0:.
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Proof. It is a simple matter to verify that if r(x) is a suitable polynomial, then
there is a term n(x) such that In(x)1  = r(lxl). The argument is a simple induction
on the complexity of a term built from constants, addition, multiplication, and a
single variable.

Let g, h, p, and q satisfy the hypotheses, and fix x. We prove by EF-LLIND
that there exists a sequence w of length at most min(n + 1, Ip(lxl)l  + 1) which
satisfies

4) = g(x), w(k + 1) = h(x, k - 1, w(k)) (1)

if 1 c k c Len(w) - 1 c Ip(lxl)l.

Let s(n) = 2 min(n+l,lp(lxl)l+l) , and t = 2q(1X1).  By the hypotheses of the theorem,
there is a w < SeqBd(t, 1) which satisfies Len(w) = 1 and w(l) =g(x).

Suppose now that we have a sequence w =G SeqBd(t, s(n)) which satisfies (1). If
it 3 Ip(lxl)l,  then w satisfies the inductive conclusion for it + 1. Otherwise, put

v = 2 0 enc(h(x, n - 1, w(n)))
and set

w’=wOv.

Then w’ < SeqBd(t, s(n + l)), and satisfies the inductive conclusion for n + 1.
By _Zy-LLIND,  for every n, there is a sequence w of length at most

min(((nll  + 1, Ip(lxl)l+  1) which satisfies (1). The uniqueness of any such
sequence is obvious.

Define f(x) to be the unique y such that

Y = WUP(l4)l + 1)

for the w of length Ip(lxl)l  + 1 which satisfies (1).
This completes the proof. q

To complete this section, we must show that 0: can Z:-define  the LogSpace
computable functions. To accomplish this, we make use of Lind’s Theorem [21],
which states that LogSpace is the smallest class of recursive functions containing
the equality function, and which is closed under composition, substitution of a
constant for a variable, projection, iteration of concatenation, and log-bounded
recursion. The only point which requires any real work is that of showing the
$-definable functions are closed under log-bounded recursion.

Definition 3.1.2. f(x, y) is said to be defined from iteration of concatenation
from g(x, 2) if

f(x,  0) = 0, 0% Y) =f(x7 EY]) @g(-V Y).

We briefly sketch the proof that the Z?-definable  functions of 0: are closed
under iteration of concatenation.
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Proposition 3.1.3. Zf g is a _I?;-definable  function of D:, and f is defined by
iteration of concatenation from g, then f is a E;-definable function of 0:.

Proof (sketch). Given g(x, y), we may apply the Quantifier Replacement
Theorem (2.7.1) to obtain a sequence wY such that

w,(i + 1) = g(x, Z@~Y, IY I - (i + 1)))

for y > 0. But given w,,, it is straightforward to obtain a sequence uY such that

%(l) = w,(l), v,(k + 1) = 2$(k) 0 w,(k + 1).

This is all we need. Cl

To prove that the Ei-definable  functions of 0: are closed under log-bounded
recursion (the schema of Definition 1.2.6) we shall approach the problem by way
of transition matrices. The results will give us what we want, plus a little more.

Definition 3.1.4. A n x n matrix is a sequence w of length n, whose entries are
sequences of length It. We use the notation w(i,  j) to denote the jth entry of w(i),
i.e.

w(i,  j) = w(i)(j).

It is easy to prove that if f (x, i, j) is a Et-definable function of D:, then for
each n, there is a InI x lnl matrix w such that

w(i + 1, j + 1) = f (x, i, j)

for every i, j < InI.  The Quantifier Replacement Theorem (2.7.1) gives this to us
immediately. The following lemma is a consequence of this obsrevation.

Lemma 3.1.5. Zf w and 21 are Jnl x lnl matrices such that w(i,  j) s 1 and v(i, j) c 1
for 1 s i, j s Inl, then there is a unique InI X lnl matrix (w A v) which satisfies

(w h V)(iy  i) = I 1, if (3 < Inl)(w(i, k + 1) = 1 A v(k + 1, j) = l),
0

,
otherwise

foralli,jsuchthatl~i,j~Inl.  0

The apparent facts, such as associativity, regarding the A -operation for
matrices are easily established. We will not bore the reader with trivial
discussions giving obvious results.

Definition 3.1.6. Z,, is the n x n matrix satisfying

Z,(i, j) = 0 if i #j, Z,(i, i) = 1

for 1 C i, j S n.

It is clear that if w is a n X n O-l matrix then (Z, A w) = w, and (w A I,) = w.
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Proposition 3.1.7. Given a InJ  x 11~1  O-l matrix w, and a number k, the product

(
L

. ..AW).

Ikl times

Is a ZF-definable  function of 0:.

Proof. In a manner similar to that used to prove Theorem 3.1.1, obtain the
sequence

U=(W,WAW,WhWAWAW,...)

by the recursion

V(1) = w, u(i + 1) = u(i) A u(j),

for 1 c j G llkll.
Form the sequence V’ by setting

v’(i + 1) = [it:+ l),
if Bit(i, lkl) = 0,
if Bit(i, lkl) = 1.

Now define the sequence w’ recursively by

w’(1) = V’(l), W’(j + 1) = W ’ ( j )  A  V’(j + 1).

Finally, set g(w, k) = w’(llkll  + 1). It is easy to see that the entire argument
above is formalizable in Di, and that g(w, k) is the desired product. El

Theorem 3.1.8. If f is a 2:-definable  function of 0: such that

f : { O , . . . , a-l)>+ (01 . . . 3 ml)>,

where q is some suitable polynomial, then the p(lxl)th iterate of f is also a
Zi-definable  function of 0:. Therefore the J$-definable functions of 0: are closed
under log-bounded recursion.

Proof. Let g be the function of Proposition 3.1.7, and let w be the (q(lxl) + 1) x
(q(lxl) + 1) O-l matrix with entries given by

w(i + 1, j + 1) = 1 *f(i) = j.

Let k be such that Ikl =p(lxl), and define the value of the p(lrl)th iterate off
at i to be j if g(w, k)(i + 1, j + 1) = 1.

It is easy to check that this procedure gives a _$-definition of the desired
function.

The fact that the .Zy-definable functions of 0: are closed under log-bounded
recursion follows from Lemma 1.2.9. 0
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Note that almost the same proof as that used above can be performed to
compute the transitive-reflexive closure of a A;-definable binary relation on the
set (0, . . . , q(lxl)}.  As a consequence, all of the nondeterministic LogSpace
computable predicates are ZF-definable  by 0:.

At any rate, we finally have

Theorem 3.1.9. The functions in Uniform NC are .ZF-definable  functions of
0:. 0

We have shown that 0: has at least enough power to define the functions in
Uniform NC. The results of Section 4 will complete the results of this section,
showing that only the Uniform NC functions can be Ek-defined  by 0:.

Section 4

4.0. Introduction

In this section we conclude all of the previous work by showing that the
-Xi-definable functions of 0: are in BL, and therefore in Uniform NC.

Our approach is the same as that taken by Buss to prove that the L’F-definable
functions of S: are exactly the A!-functions  of the polynomial hierarchy. We
assume that the reader has some familiarity with proof theory, especially the
cut-elimination theorem of Gentzen. Buss gives a terse review of the subject in
[4].  We recommend the first chapter of [28] for those who may want a more
thorough review.

The main goal of this section is to show that for each sequent r(a) -+ A(b) of
J$- and @-formulas which is provable by D:, there is a BL function g, called a
witness function, which is Z?-definable by Di, and has the property that 0: can
prove that if r(a) holds, then A(g(a))  holds as well.

The reader should note carefully that the symbol - is the formal sequent
connective symbol, and is distinct from the implication symbol +, which is a
logical connective. Both Takeuti and Buss use the symbol 3 for logical
implication. However, the author simply dislikes using 1 for ‘implies’, one reason
being that

AcB e A(x)+B(x),

when A and B are sets. The other reason is that the author’s handwriting tends to
make the superset symbol look like a ‘D’ when formulas become cramped on the
page.

4.1. Proof-theoretic notions

In order to formalize the theory 0: as a deductive system, we take as a basis
the Gentzen deductive system LK + equality as described in [28].  To this we add
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the _ZF-DC1  rule as a rule of inference. The ,S$‘-DC1  rule is

A(Fh(a))  A A(Bh(a)),  r- A A(a)
A(0) A A(l), r- A, A(0

where A is a ZF-formula,  t is a term, and a is the eigenvariable of the inference
and may not appear in the lower sequent.

It is a fairly standard exercise in elementary Gentzen-style deduction to show
that the _Z$-DC1  axioms are derivable in LK from the Et-DC1 rule.

In addition to the _Zi-DC1  induction rule, we add rules for when a bounded
quantifier introduction can be inferred:

(=)

a =s t, A(u), r- A r- A, A(t)

(3x s t) A(x), I’- A t<s, r-A, (3xcs)A(x)

(W
A(t), r- A ust,r- 4 A(a)

tss, (Vxss)A(x),  r-A r- A, (Vx s t) A(x)

where in the (3~ left) and (3 s right) rules, a is an eigenvalue, and may not
appear in the lower sequent.

This gives us the natural deductive system 0:.
In order to carry out the main proof-theoretic argument of this section, we will

need to have proofs in a normal form, so that we can be sure the witness
functions which we obtain by induction on the lengths of proofs are properly
defined. To this end we apply a variant of Gentzen’s cut-elimination theorem.
Full cut-elimination may not be possible in a proof which uses the substitutions
allowed by the equality axioms, or in a proof which uses an induction rule. The
equality inferences present no real problem, since we may eliminate all cuts
involving derived equations, excluding only those cases in which the cut formula
is of the form s = t, where s and t are terms (see [28]). However, there is no
guarantee that a cut can be eliminated when the cut-formula is the principal
formula of an induction inference.

We shall demonstrate that the inability to eliminate cuts in which the cut
formula is a principal formula of a EF-DC1 inference does not present a major
problem, and that we can still obtain a normal form for proofs which meets our
needs.

Definition 4.1.1. Let P be a proof, and let C be an occurrence of a formula in a
sequent of P. The successor of C is defined according to the following cases:

(1) If C is in the endsequent of P, or if C is one of the occurrences of the cut
formula in a cut inference, then C has no successor.

(2) If C is the occurrence of the auxilliary formula in the upper sequent of an
inference, then the successor of C is the occurrence in the lower sequent of the
principal formula of the inference.
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(3) If C is the occurrence of the auxilliary formula on the right (resp. left) side
of the upper sequent of an induction inference, then the successor of C is the
occurrence of the principal formula appearing on the right (resp. left) side of the
lower sequent.

(4) If C is an occurrence of an auxilliary formula in the upper sequent of an
exchange inference, then the successor of C is the occurrence of the principal
formula which has the same denotation as C in the lower sequent.

(5) If C is not an occurrence of a formula acted upon by an inference, and C is
the occurrence of the nth formula in a subcedent (what we’ve been calling r and
A) of the upper sequent, then the successor of C is the occurrence of the nth
formula in the corresponding subcedent of the lower sequent of the inference.

Definition 4.1.2. Let A and B be occurrences of formulas in a proof P. We say
that B is directly linked to A, or that B is a direct descendant of A, if A and B are
the same occurrence of the same formula, or if there is a sequence
(A,, Ai, . . . , Ak) of occurrences of formulae in P such that A,+1  is the successor
of Ai for 0 <i < k, and A0  is A, Ak is B, and all Aj are merely different
occurrences of the same formula for 0 s j s k.

Definition 4.1.3. An occurrence of a formula C in a proof P is free if C is not
directly linked to an occurrence of a principal formula of an induction inference,
or to an occurrence of a formula in an initial sequent of P. A cut inference is free
if both occurrences of the cut formula in the upper sequent are free. A proof P is
free cut-free if there are no free cuts in P.

The reader will note that we distinguish between formulas and occurrences of
formulas in proofs.

If P is a 0; proof of a sequent S which consist only of formulas in ZF U II’;,
then we may apply Gentzen’s cut-elimination algorithm to P, pushing a cut
upward through the proof tree until it is eliminated, or until it becomes a cut
which eliminates a formula that is not free. In this way we obtain a free cut-free
proof P’ of S. Now, this free cut-free proof of S may not have the subformula
property, since there may be occurrences of formulas in P’ that are not free, and
whose direct descendants are eliminated by cuts. However, we can assume that
all initial sequents of P are comprised only of atomic formulae and substitution
instances of BASIC+  axioms, which will guarantee that their direct descendants
are Zg. Since the restriction of the _ZF-DC1  rule forces the principal formula of an
induction inference to be .Yy, any occurrences of formulae directly linked to such
will be occurrences of J$-formulae.  Therefore, though P’ may not have the
subformula property, all of the formulas which occur in P’ are in 2: U IIF, and
this is all we need.
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4.2. The Witness predicates

The use of Witness predicates is a technique invented by Buss for canonically
encoding witnesses to existentially quantified formulae [4].  The idea is elegant
and very adaptable. Because of its simplicity, it provides a powerful method for
bounding the strength of a theory in terms of algebras of recursive functions,
particularly those characterized by closure under a schema of recursive definition.
Using this method, one can give a completely straightforward proof that the
primitive recursive functions are the provably recursive functions of IZi, that the
primitive recursive functions relativized to the recursively enumerable sets are the
provably total functions of I&, and so on.

Definition 4.2.1. Let $(a)  be a Zy-formula such that all free variables occurring
in 4 are fully indicated in a. Then we define the formula Witness:(w,  a)
recursively as

(1) If ~$(a) is a A$formula,  then

Witness:(w,  a) e @(a).

(2) If @(a) is q(b)  A 0(c) and $J and 8 are not both A$formulae,  then

Witness;(w,  a) 0 Seq(w) h Len(w) = 2 A

Witness”,(w(l),  6) A Witnesss(w(2),  c).

(3) If #(a) is q(b) v 0(c) and 1/, and 13 are not both A$formulae,  then

Witness:(w,  a) e Seq(w) A Len(w) = 2 A

(Witness”,(w(l), 6) v Witness’,(w(2),  c)).

(4) If $(a) is (VY c Itl) Ha,  Y) and + is not a A$formula,  and b is not among
the variables in CL, then

Witnessz(w,  a) e Seq(w) A Len(w) = (tl + 1 A

(Vy S Itl) Witness$b(w(y  + l), a, y).

(5) If #(a) is (3~ St)  v(u, y) and + itself is not a A$formula,  and b is not
among the variables in a, then

Witness”,(w, a) e Seq(w) A Len(w) = 2 A

w(2) St A Witness;“(w(l),  Q, w(2)).

(6) If C$ is of the form 1~ or r@+ 0, then use prenex and logical operations to
put @ into one of the forms to which (l)-(5)  above is applicable, and define
Witness; accordingly.

Observe that the formula Witness”,(w,  a) defines a A:-predicate  when @(a) is
EY.
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The following lemma is needed for technical reasons.

Lemma 4.2.2. For every term t of 2, there is a meta-term 1 of 2’ such that for
every a

0; k t(a) C?(a), and

0: t a, s bl, . . . , a, s b,*?(a) c I(b).

Proof. Use induction on the complexity of t. Cl

The following four lemmas are proved by the induction on the complexity of
the respective formulas.

Lemma 4.2.3. Zf #(a)  is a A’;-formula,  then

0: 1 +(a) f, (3w)  Witness$(w,  a). Cl

Lemma 4.2.4. Zf #(a) is a EF-formula,  then there is a term t+(a) such that

0: t $(a) - (3w St,(a))  Witness$(w,  a). q

Lemma 4.2.5. Zf $(a ) is a J$-formula,  and R is the predicate defined by

R(w, a) e Witness”,(w, a),

then R Ls in BL. 0

Lemma 4.2.6. For each EF-formula  $, there is a function g E BL which is
zy-definable  by 0: such that

0; k Witnessz(w,  a)+ Witness”,(g(w),  a) A g(w) 6 t,(a). 0

The general idea behind 4.2.4-4.2.6 is that we may encode sequences in an
efficient manner.

4.3. The 2;-definable  functions of 0: are in BL

We now prove the main result of this section. By mathematical induction on
the number of inferences in a free cut-free D&proof P, we construct the desired
witness function. The only case which makes use of the polynomially bounded
branching recursion characterizing BL is the inductive step for the Zt-DC1 rule,
as one would expect. All other inferences may be handled in exactly the same
manners that Buss has used to establish Theorem 5 of Chapter 5 in [4], so we
omit these steps.
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Theorem 4.3.1. Suppose that 0: F P, 2 w A, A, where B U A c IIt and P U
Ac.Yt. Letc=c,,..., c, be all of the free variables in the given sequent. Let B
be the ZF-formula

and let C be the .Xy-formula

(VA) v (V 1%: E E 3).

Then there is a function f E BL which is Et-definable  by 0: for which

D$ F Witne&(w,  c)+ Witness:(f  (w, c), c).

Proof. We skip all steps except the case when the inference deriving the sequent
of the hypothesis is a ZF-DC1  inference. For compactness of notation, we may
assume that E and A are empty subcedents, since we can move formulas back and
forth across the sequent connective using the negation and exchange rules.

Let P be a free cut-free 0: proof of r- A, which is in free variable normal
form (i.e., each eigenvariable in P occurs only in sequents of P which are above
the inference that eliminates it).

So suppose that r-A is A(0) AA(~), r* --+ A*, A(t), and that the
inference deriving it is

Let

A(Fh(a))  A A(Bh(a)), P*- A*, A(a)
A(0) A A(l), r* - A*, A(t) .

x = (A r*), Y = (V A*),
B = (A(Fh(a)  A A(Bh(a))) AX , C = A(a) v Y,

D = (A(0) A A(1)) A x, E=A(b) v Y,

where b does not occur in P.
By the induction hypotheses, there is a function g which is _J$‘-definable  by 0:

such that

0: t Witnes.@(w,  c, a) + Witness>“(g(w,  c, a), c, a).

P is in free variable normal form, so a is not among the free variables in the
vector c, since a is the eigenvariable of the inference.

Define

k(u, u, w, c, a) =g(((u(l),  u(l)),  w(2)),  c, a).

The idea here is that if u( 1) is a witness for A(Fh(a))  and v(1) is a witness for
A(Bh(a)), and w(2) is a witness for X, then k ‘pastes everything together’ in an
appropriate way, and applies g to obtain a witness for A(a) v Y. It is clear that k
is a Zt-definable  function of D:, and, furthermore, that k is in BL.
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Now put

u, if Wifne&(u,  c),

h(u, 21, w, c) = v, if Witne&(v,  c) h iWitness’$(u,  c),

w, otherwise.

Again, h is in BL by Lemma 4.2.5, and is Z$definable by D: since each case in
the definition is given by a A’;-condition.

By Lemma 4.2.6, there is a BL function p which is X:-definable by 0: such
that

0: t Witnes.@(w,  c, b) * Witnes@(p(w),  c, b) A p(w) S tE(c,  b).

Now definef’ as follows:

f’(w, c, 0) =p((w(l)(l),  O)), f’(w, c, 1) =p((w(1)(2),  0)).

Assuming that w is a witness for D, we have w(1) is a witness for A(0) A A(l),
and therefore (w(l)(l), 0) is a witness for A(0) v Y, and (w(l)(2), 0) is a
witness for A(1) v Y. This gives us a base for our recursive definition off’.

Suppose that f’(w, c, Fh(y)) has been defined so that if w is a witness for D
then f’(w, c, Fh(y)) is a witness for E(b ) Fh(y))  (i.e., E with Fh(y) substituted
for b), and similarly for Bh(y).

Let

u =f’(w,  c, WY)), u =f’(w, C, WY)).

Then, if w is a witness for D, then u is a witness for E(b 1 Fh(y))  and u is a
witness for E(b 1 Bh(y)).  If, indeed, w is a witness for D then there are several
things that can be true at this point:

(1) u(l) is not a witness for A(Fh(y)),  giving u(2) is a witness for Y.
(2) v(1) is not a witness for A(Bh(y)), giving v(2) is a witness for Y.
(3) u(1) is a witness for A(Fh(y)), and v(1) is a witness for A(Bh(y)),  giving

k(u, V, w, c, y) is a witness for E(b ) y).
Note that from all of these cases we can extract a witness for E(b 1 y).
Put

F(w, e, Y) = (k( u, 21, w, c, y)(l), h(Q), 4% k(u, 21, w, c, y)(2), c)),

and set

f’(w, c, Y) =p(F(w, c> Y)).

By substituting back in the definitions we made for u and u, we see that f’ is
defined by branching recursion, and the use of the function p gives a D$provable
polynomial size bound on f’. Thus f’ is in BL, and is _Zi-definable  by 0:.

By the way we have constructed f’ we see that

0: t Witness’,(w,  c)+ Witnes&‘(f’(w,  c, y), c, y)
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when y G 1. Furthermore, we can prove in D$ that if

WitnessC,(w,  c) h Witne.&(f’(w,  c, x), c, x)

for x = F/r(y) and x = S(y),  then

Witrux@(f’(w,  c, y), c, y).

By logic and $‘-DC1  we see that

WitnessC,(w,  c)-, Witness%b(f’(w,  c, t), c, t).

Taking

f(W, e) =f’(w, c, t)

gives the function we need to conclude the proof. Cl

To be completely honest, we have cheated slightly, since we never actually
proved that the Zy-definable  functions of 0: are closed under polynomially
bounded branching recursion. Instead, we showed that all functions which are in
Uniform NC are J$-definable by 0:. However, as was stated earlier, it is
possible, and straightforward, to show that the Zt-definable  function of 0: are
closed under polynomially bounded branching recursion. It is just a bit ugly to
grapple with the full details of the undertaking.

The very skeptical reader, to fully complete this proof, may want to show that
the JZ’:-definable  functions of 0: are closed under polynomially bounded
branching recursion, but we suggest an alternate tack: repeat the proof just given
using _Z’y-LLIND  in place of Z:-DCI,  and the recursion of Proposition 1.2.5 in
place of polynomially bounded branching recursion. This method will give the
same result, and is much less tedious.

We now give the main result.

Theorem 4.3.2. Let @(x, y) be a J$-formula. Suppose that

D: k W)(~Y)  @(-v  Y ).

Then there is a Zy-formula  q(x, y) such that
(1) D:k W)(VY)(W>  Y)-+ 44x7 Y))?
(2) (Vx)(3! Y) V(G Y).

Furthermore, there is a function f E BL which is ,I?:-dejinable  by 0: such that

N k W) v4-v f(x)),

where N is the standard model of true arithmetic.

Proof. Assume the hypotheses. By Parikh’s Theorem [24],  which is easily proved
for 04, there is a term t such that

D: t- (VX)(~Y  s t(x))  $(x, Y)
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Therefore the sequent

- (3Y == 0)) @(a, Y)

is provable in 0:. By weakening,

a, = a, A * * * A a, = a, - (3Y s t(a)) @(a, y)

is also provable in D:, where a,, . . . , a, are all of the variables in the vector CL.
Letting A(a) denote a, = a, A . . . A a, = a,, and letting B(a) denote (ay s

t(a)) $(a, y) we know by Theorem 4.3.1 that there is a function g E BL which is
$-definable by 0: and satisfies

D; 1 Wicness:(O,  a) + Witne&(g(O,  a), a).

But it is obvious that 0: k Witne&(O,  a), since A(u) is a X$formula  which is
given by the axioms of equality. Therefore

0; I- Witness~(g(0,  a), a)

which implies that

D: kg(O, a)(2) c t(a) A V(& g(0, a)(2)).

Defining f(u) = g(0, u)(2) gives the desired function. Taking $~(a,  b) to be the
_Zi-formula  defining the equation

b = g(0, a)(2)

completes the proof. 0

Theorem 4.3.3. The functions in Uniform NC are precisely the functions which are
J$-de$nuble  b y  0:. The relations which are computable in uniform parallel
polylog time and polynomial space are precisely the predicates that are At-
definable by 0:. 0

This completes our present work.

Afterword

There are a number of questions we can ask about 0: which we have not yet
asked nor attempted to answer, in this paper. There are questions about 0:
which are the translates to arithmetic of questions of complexity theory. For
example, is unique integer factorization independent of D:? Given a finite set
(represented as a sequence), and a binary operation * on the set, can 0: prove
that each element is contained in a unique minimal *-closed subset? The answer is
yes if * is associative, by a variant of Proposition 3.1.7. If the answer in general is
no, then Uniform NC #P (see [ES]).
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There are also a number of purely theoretical questions raised by 0: and SE
Note that the induction upon which Si is based is characterized by inductive
jumps of the form

A(M&,  l))+A(x)

whereas 0: is characterized by inductive leaps of the form

If we assume that D:X S:, then are there theories which lie strictly between the
two which are characterized by inductive leaps of the form

A(Msp(x,  f(lxl)))+A(x),

with 1 cf(lxl)  s 1’ ( 112 x , over the same BASIC+  axioms? Going in the other
direction, are there first-order theories of bounded arithmetic which are axiomat-
ized by induction weaker than 2!-DCI,  and which are non-trivial over BASIC+?
These questions arose from attempts to axiomatize first-order theories of
LogSpace  and PolyLogSpace  whose relationships to S: and 0: were clear. Space
bounded complexity classes seem to axiomatize more easily as second-order
systems, though we are not fully clear about why this should be so.

A favorite question of the author is, “Is T: fully conservative over S: if and
only if S: is fully conservative over Di?” We find this question interesting, but
have no intuition about it one way or the other.
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